
Prevent Security Threats, Don’t Just Detect
With LanScope Cat Malware Protection with Cylance, security managers now have a simple and easy way to check out 
suspect actions. They no longer have to examine a myriad of distinct sources of security data, manually correlate the data, 
and try to connect the dots to gain the upper hand over suspicious activity across their network, endpoints, and users. 
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Malware Protection

LanScope Cat Malware Protection with Cylance helps 
security managers uncover, analyze, and quickly 
remediate today’s complex and dynamic security 
threats. The LanScope Cat solution delivers real-time 
critical security event information into a dashboard, 
making it easy for security managers to:

DETECT. Gain centralized visibility into suspicious 
activity across all of a company’s endpoints to 
quickly analyze suspicious activity.

INVESTIGATE. Analyze malware’s digital footprint 
to fully understand and rapidly take corrective 
action to mitigate identified threats.

PREVENT. Use event, alert, and log data to 
establish policies that record and prevent 
suspicious behavior occurring during everyday 
business activity.

It’s not enough to detect 
something after it’s happened.

View, manage, and protect your 
endpoints with LanScope Cat.
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With Cylance

One-Stop View 
LanScope Cat Malware Protection with Cylance 
provides a centralized look into every network 
endpoint and identifies the applications, plus 
potentially unwanted programs that exist on each. Its 
comprehensive dashboard graphically displays real 
time information on where a threat came from, what 
the threat looks like, and where it went. 

Detailed Analysis 
The LanScope Cat dashboard empowers security 
managers to rapidly explore the extent of a threat 
and determine how many endpoints—both online 
and offline—have been infected. The dashboard also 
identifies files that were detected and quarantined. 
Extensive threat reports identify threats by category, 
endpoints impacted, and users associated with a 
given threat.

Dashboard to facilitate:

Alerts, view by category, time, 
user & asset
Drill down to detailed logs for 
investigation and audit
Managing & configuring policies
Reporting for audit & compliance
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Policy configuration & control for:

Automated reporting & trend 
analysis to support policy reviews 
& updates
Website access
USB usage
Public Wi-Fi access
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Powered by Malware Protection 
with Cylance:

Prevent known & unknown 
malware through AI & machine 
learning
Support whitelists & blacklists
Can run in detect-only mode
Works within operating system 
& memory layers
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Review all user activity:

Software downloads
USB usage
Website access
Email attachments
Public Wi-Fi connections
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Interfocus, a Kyocera Group Company, provides LanScope Cat, a unified endpoint management and security 
solution in the cloud that simplifies and automates how you control your team’s devices in the workplace. LanScope 
Cat automatically inventories your PCs, laptops, peripherals and software licenses to provide visibility into how 
users interact with your proprietary data. LanScope Cat’s dashboard and reporting capabilities are used by over 
10,000 companies and 8.6 million users, protecting their digital data and assets and ensuring compliance with 
both internal policies and external regulations.
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Inside the Interfocus LanScope Cat Console

Proactive Alerting 
Security managers are notified instantly when suspicious behavior occurs in real time. 
Alerts are triggered when an employee accesses a specific website or downloads a suspicious file. Security teams 
gain full visibility of USB and external device usage and easily block specific hardware or autorun files. 
Updates are instantly sent on email threats, providing comprehensive email visibility—identifying email title, sender, 
content, and attachment; strengthening phishing prevention; and protecting against other common threats. 

Advanced Prevention 
Every device connected to the network is regularly scanned in an intelligent, non-performance impacting process 
ensuring that all endpoints are continually protected by the current version of LanScope Cat Malware Protection with 
Cylance agents. 

Easy to Deploy 
LanScope Cat Malware Protection with Cylance automatically deploys and manages the agents on all endpoints, 
including Windows workstation and server platforms as well as Apple’s Mac OS X. State-of-the-art technology based 
upon AI (artificial intelligence) and machine-learning continually scans for and prevents malware from infecting 
endpoints. Security managers can deploy and start using LanScope Cat to protect their organization within a few hours.
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Malware Protection detected and quarantined 
threats and the corresponding data are 

gathered into the LanScope Cat dashboard. Analyze user activity around the time the 
threat was detected in order to see how it 

contributed to the introduced threats.
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